The zero angle production of light nuclei has been studied in CC-interactions at beam energy 20.5 GeV/n on accelerator U-70. The measurements were performed with employing of the beamline no. 22 as spectrometer of secondary particles with verying its rigidity from 10 to 70 GeV/c. We observed secondary protons and deuterons with momenta above kinematic limit of NN-interactions. The measured dependence of forward yields on momentum are compared with the model predictions in the framework of Geant4. The models more or less correctly give positions of maxima of the distributions and their general qualitative dependence on the momentum. But in the quantitative predictions of the yields there are significant differences with the experiment which grow with increase of atomic mass number A.
Introduction
The carbon beams on accelerator U-70 in IHEP (Protvino) opened new possibilities in relativistic nuclear physics. To study the forward production of particles and nuclear fragments in AA-interactions in new energy range we use the beamline no. 22 as spectrometer of the secondary particles with verying its rigidity from 10 to 70 GeV/c.
The Monte-Carlo simulation of beam line no. 22 as spectrometer done in work [1] in the framework of Geant4. In paper [2] the first results of experiment are presented where one can also find the general scheme of the used setup and details of the experimental procedures. 
Experimental results
The nuclear targets are placed in the head of the beam line. At its end recording equipments of one of two arms of the spectrometer FODS [11] are installed: scintillating and threshold Cherenkov counters, ring-imaging Cherenkov spectrometer (RIC) [12] and hadron calorimeter [13] . 
Conclusions
At the studying of zero angle production of light nuclei in CC-interactions at new energy range 20.5 GeV/n we observed secondary protons and deuterons with momenta above kinematic limit of NN-interactions. 
